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We’re talking about generative AI because it 
disrupts our workflow as academics and 

educators in a potentially negative way



Basic assessment categories

Product
Are students capable of producing what our standards 
demand?
Would we accept this product if we were their boss?
Are they producing enough?

Process
Are students working in a way that we believe will help 
them establish good work habits?
Would we want them to work like this if we were their 
co-workers?

Progress
Are students progressing on their personal learning 
curve?
Can the student ”do more” now than they could two 
months ago?



Examples of 
heavy product-
focused 
assessing

A study programme divided in:

- Part 1: Written Report

- Part 2: Written Report

- Part 3: Presentation 

- Part 4: Portfolio + assessment

- Part 5: 3 subcourses each with 
their own final test

• Another study programme
with testing divided in:

- 50 % group grade consisting 
of written report (50%) and 
presentation (50%)

- 50 % individual grade 
consisting of learning aims 
document (50%) and course 
reflection (50%)



Examples of 
progress/process-
focused testing in 
HE

• Progress: Student 
focused learning:

- What does the student 
want to learn 
themselves?

- How does that fit the 
professional context?

- Which 
questions/actions did 
the student ask/do to 
learn?

• Process: Behaviour
focused learning:

- How does the student 
behave in professional 
situations?

- How does the student 
show leadership & 
responsibility?



Take five minutes to think of the key assessment 
points in an education you’ve worked with

How are the three categories deployed to make 
assessments?



Challenges AI presents to these

• Is the AI the integral part of making the product?
• How can we assume possession of certain skills from a product when it is not always clear (to 

us) what role the students had in producing it?

Product

• Are desirable work habits transformed by the use of AI?
• What impact do we imagine future legislation will have on acceptable uses of AI?

Process

• How can we determine a baseline for the student, if we cannot extrapolate skills from looking 
at the end product?

• Is it acceptable that the ”more” students can do is centered on the use of one specific type of 
tool?

Progress



Think of the assessment points you identified 
earlier.

Use five minutes to assess whether these are 
challenged in the ways we propose

Once the five minutes are up, we’ll tell you, 
and then you’ll have to discuss with the 
people around you for five minutes



How can AI help with assessing?

• AI can enable Adaptive learning 

• Which personalizes the interaction between 
the student and the material

• AI can be a conversational partner that 
requires constant input (critical process)

• If we see tools like ChatGPT as proof of 
learning processes, students can visualize 
their process more easily

• Where AI goes wrong:

• Assumption AI delivers a final product

• Assumption such a product is up to standard 
without checking

• Assumptions about the amount of time AI 
saves you

• Assumption that the technology reduces 
rather than shifts human activity



In other words:
AI does not deliver a final product, but 
can deliver useful iterations…
…which need critical assessment…
…so AI can help a learning process



Some possible practices

REQUIRE THE USE OF 
AI (BEGIN WITH NON-

ASSESSED TASKS)

ESTABLISH RULES OF 
TRANSPARENCY

USE EXPLICIT ROLE-
PLAY

ENCOURAGE DEEP 
PROBING

TEST RESPONSES

Præsentationsnoter
Præsentationsnoter
Set assignments, where you specifically ask for parts of the assignment to be generated by AI. For example, specify two or three rounds of concept art generation for a web page design; identify specific parts, like a general methodology section of a paper, that should have at least one text generation before the final product; specify parts of the creative process where AI should be used, such as ”use chatGPT as the initial brainstorming instrument here”.Make sure students know how to tell you what they have used AI for and how. Require attribution (APA has a good idea of how to do this) but consider having students deliver an appendix detailing their prompts.Make sure students are aware of an able to use explicit role-play with Ais. For example, instruct ChatGPT to respond in certain way in an ethical argument, ala ”You are a politician arguing for the death penalty, while I will provide arguments against it. Whenever I make an argument, you should re-state it in other words and critique the logical cohesion of the argument and/or the pehaps unintended consequences of the argument before presenting your own. You are not allowed to be convinced by my arguments.”Most students – and other users – think of AI as a magic button. Construct explicit challenges and exercises showcasing how better results are achieved through deeper probing, ie questioning the output, asking for modifications, instructing the AI to adopt different points of view, etc.Finally – when you have set an assignment (or written a job posting or anything like that), you should make it a habit to run it through your text generation AI at least once, to see what the average response would be. This can also be a good practice for students, but they might be ”locked in” to a certain type of response rather than feeling it as granting them freedom to perform above that level.



Discuss with your workshop partner 
whether our practices would help with the 

challenges you have identified earlier?

What other solutions do you see?

You have 10 minutes



And then we 
discuss in the 
entire group for 
the rest of the 
workshop
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